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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Hi all, as you will see in this newsletter, that 39 CER was truly exercising throughout southern
BC with several great exercises. Truly an enjoyable read. The Association will be focusing on
increasing our membership for 2022, supporting the Regiment where we can, and formalizing
our integration with the CMEA.
Chimo
Bill Wenman
President
EXERCISES
FROZEN SAPPER - 25-27 February 2022
44 Engineer Squadron conducted Ex FROZEN SAPPER from 25-27 Feb at Stoney Creek Range
and Training Area in Trail. The exercise was focused on the conduct of demolition tasks within
the context of a tactical patrol in a winter environment.
This exercise built on the demolitions training conducted during Ex SAPPER CRUCIBLE this
past October and Ex FROZEN SAPPER in Feb of 2021 and on the patrolling and winter warfare
training conducted during Ex ALPINE SAPPER in Jan 2021.
44 ES had two signals personnel attached from 39 Sigs Regt and a Med Tech attached from CF
Health Services Detachment Vancouver. A total of 25 personnel participated in the exercise.

A section-sized group patrolled 2km through alpine terrain to an objective located on the range.
The objective consisted of perimeter defences (fiber rope, plastic safety fencing, and a snow
wall) followed by a simulated structure (wall of carboard boxes) containing a munitions cache
(also cardboard boxes). The safety distances for these targets, which are significantly less than
those of the targets we typically use for training, greatly enabled the tactical aspects of the
training and reduced risk. Charges consisted of det cord only and satchel charges of up to four
blocks of C4. Charges were initiated with 150m shock tube assemblies and non-electric
initiation sets.

FIGHTING SAPPER - 25-27 February 2022
54 and 6 Engineering Squadron (ES) conducted Ex Fighting Sapper from 25-27 February at
Vokes Range in Chilliwack, BC. The exercise focused on Individual Battle Task Standards to
members of 39 CER, this will ensure currency of essential soldier skills amongst the members.
The training was divided into four separate tasks: C7 Range, Grenade Range, C9 Range, and
9mm Range.
The exercise was planned to accommodate immediate qualification needs for members currently
slated for deployment on Expeditionary Operations. As such, 54 and 6 ES members were
accompanied by additional personnel from Real Property Operations (Esquimalt), 39 Canadian
Brigade Group Headquarters, 39 Service Battalion and 192 Airfield Engineers. A total of 49
members including instructors attended the exercise.

Members were divided in three relays and the following qualifications were tested during the
period of three days:
 Personal Weapons Test (PWT) 3 on C7 Range
 PWT 3 on Grenade Range
 Night familiarization on C9 Range
 PWT 1 and/or 2 on 9mm Range

Members were most familiar with the C7 rifle and 9mm pistol weapon systems. It had been a
number of years since 39 CER had run a grenade range, thus achieving PWT 3 on this weapons
system benefitting many soldiers whom missed this as part of their basic training for a variety of
reasons. Though all range qualifications were conducted during daylight, C9 Range was
conducted during low light/dark conditions. Each member spent 200 rounds in total in short
bursts at targets 100 m downrange during the few seconds of illumination imparted by four to
five single para-flares shot up in the air one after the other.

SAPPER FORGE
45 members of 39 CER and 17 members of the Seaforth pioneer Platoon deployed to the Comox
area for Ex SAPPER FORGE from 18 to 20 March. Staying at HMCS Quadra in the cadet
barracks, the team spent the Saturday of the exercise doing assault boat refresher training
working up from individual boat operating skills to landing a section of infantry on the beach.
This was also an opportunity to assess the condition of all of the assault boats and motors, and to
try out the new style assault boat. A recce to Airforce Beach from Quadra was conducted to
assess the route and determine how long it would take for an assault boat with a full load of
troops to get there. This was all in preparation for Ex COUGAR GAUNTLET, a Brigade level
training event that will see an infantry company group landed from Frigates using our assault
boats that is scheduled for May 6 to 13 at Comox.

The Sunday of the Ex saw the pioneers depart early, and the Sappers deploy to the 19 Wing
Destruction range for a demolition range practice. All trained Sappers refreshed their skills with
basic charges, and three rounds of 3 shots were set off using electric initiation.

The exercise was a success, and validated the Regiments ability to deploy to Vancouver Island,
and ensured our team is familiar with the terrain and facilities in preparation for Ex COUGAR
GAUNTLET.

Canadian Forces Combat Engineers Descend On Comox Valley For Training Exercise
Gord Kurbis CTV News Vancouver Island Journalist
Combat engineers from across British Columbia converged on the Comox Valley on Saturday
and Sunday to take part in a special training exercise called "Sapper Forge".
“We’re actually practising beach landings, typically done with an armoured steel boat, but the
inflatable assault boats is what we have so we’re training up on that,” said Lt.-Col. Jim Julien of
the 39 Combat Engineer Regiment.
Julien said upwards of 60 personnel participated, primarily reservists, refreshing their training
moving personnel across waterways.
“Once you’re loaded and moving there’s formations, there’s spacing, there’s timings, there’s a
way that you put your soldiers in the boats, that’s all going to be refresher training,” he said.

“They have what’s called the 19 Wing Destruction Range which is a demolition range which is
something combat engineers practise, so it’s also just a good place for us to train to practise the
skills that are key to our trade as combat engineers” said Maj. Andrew Gower, the officer
commanding 6 Engineer Squadron.
The exercise wasn’t in relation to any growing tensions happening elsewhere in the world but are
part of an ongoing commitment to keep the country safe.
“It’s a passion to come here to serve Canada and to practise these skills and be a combat
engineer," Gower said. "It’s a calling really. I know a lot of my soldiers feel the same way, they
have day jobs, this is where they can come and live that passion and serve their nation."

The equipment and manoeuvres are being sorted out now in preparation for a much larger
exercise being planned for the Comox Valley in May.
“In the big event we’re going to be ferrying troops from navy frigates that are going to be
coming in, all the way across the shore," said Capt. Liam Lees of the Seaforth Highlanders of
Canada. "We’re going to carry on with a dismounted assault from our rifle companies so it’s
going to be quite a complex training event."
MEMBERSHIP
For those wishing to become members of 39 CER Association, a membership form can be
acquired from: membership@39cer.ca
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The 39 CER website can be accessed at: http://www.39cer-museum.net/
For more Engineer news please visit the Canadian Military Engineer Association website at:
https://cmea-agmc.ca

